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Zuckerberg's deadly admission: Facebook 'fact-
checkers' censored truth on COVID
Critics not impressed: 'He is complicit in crimes against humanity!'

(Photo by Eyestetix Studio on Unsplash)

Meta CEO Mark Zuckerberg is now admitting "a bunch of" COVID information
that Facebook censored as "misinformation" was actually true, and the collusion
of its so-called "fact-checkers" with government authorities who proved to be
wrong on the coronavirus undermined public trust.

"Unfortunately, I think a lot of the kind of establishment on that kind of waffled
on a bunch of facts and asked for a bunch of things to be censored that, in
retrospect, ended up being more debatable or true," Zuckerberg said in a lengthy
interview Friday on the Lex Fridman podcast. "That stuff is really tough, right? It
really undermines trust."
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Meta, which owns Facebook, Instagram and WhatsApp, is among the most
powerful tech companies in the world, with those apps used by more than three
billion people. It has long censored viewpoints not in line with prevailing liberal-
left orthodoxies, ranging from the LGBT agenda to gun rights, but during the
COVID pandemic it worked directly with government agencies to censor
dissenting views.
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As WND reported May 27, Facebook had "falsely claimed" that "concerns that
the virus was either intentionally created and released like a bioweapon or was
accidentally loosed were 'debunked.'"

Meta, along with other Big Tech giants including Twitter, LinkedIn, Amazon and
Google, punished dissidents like Dr. Peter McCullough and "America's Frontline
Doctors" who offered preventative treatments for COVID, especially for
Americans who were wary of the rushed COVID vaccines.

Amazon dumps Frontline Doctors site for 'misinformation about vaccines'

Did Facebook kill people by its COVID-information censorship?
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Popular Twitter account @KanekoaTheGreat tweeted "Mark Zuckerberg says it
was challenging to censor COVID misinformation because the scientific
establishment was frequently wrong, which ultimately undermined public trust,"
as he sent out the money quote from Zuckerberg: "Just take some of the stuff
around COVID earlier in the pandemic where there were real health
implications, but there hadn't been time to fully vet a bunch of the scientific
assumptions. Unfortunately, I think a lot of the kind of establishment on that
kind of waffled on a bunch of facts and asked for a bunch of things to be
censored that, in retrospect, ended up being more debatable or true. That stuff is
really tough, right? It really undermines trust."

Doctors threatened with punishment for disagreeing with official COVID
narrative ×
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People who were censored by Facebook for posting what they said was life-
saving information about COVID reacted to Zuckerberg by saying his admission
did not go nearly far enough and recalling what Facebook had done.

Jovan Grahovac tweeted: "I left [Facebook] because they wouldn't let me
mention HCQ [hydroxychloroquine] even within my own network. They
censored me even when I cited renowned French researchers. Deleted my profile
and never looked back. The only regret is I didn't do it earlier."

Then in response, @PViking said, "I was on FB too and America's Frontline
Doctors reported HCQ was a cure and prevention for COVID and watched them
almost immediately squashed, doxed, fired, de-licensed, etc. It was horrible to
see REAL doctors, treating REAL patients with REAL results attacked. FB killed
people?"
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WND is now on Trump's Truth Social! Follow us @WNDNews

Tweeted Larry Boorstein: "'They censored a bunch of stuff that turns out to be
true. And Mark Zuckerberg thinks the only problem is it undermines public
trust? That's not the half of it. The public was deprived of truthful factual
information because of censorship. That harmed public [health]."

GrammyBlick tweeted along the same lines: "HCQ was prescribed for my
husband ([age] 79) two years before COVID as a maintenance drug. He has an
incurable autoimmune [disease]. We got COVID-19 10/2020, pre-vax. He was
hospitalized 4 days. I credit HCQ and was asked by FB to remove a positive
post."
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